Used to do – Used to doing

Select the correct alternative to complete the sentences below.

1. Before we came to Stockholm we lived in Rome. And before Rome (we used to/we’re used to) live in Madrid. It’s much colder in Stockholm but (we used to/we’re getting used to) that. I don’t think I’ll ever (used to/get used to) the shorter winter days though. It gets dark very early here. Still summers are nice.

2. Our sales manager is Indian. She (used to heading up/used to head up) the team in Mumbai before she moved here. We found her difficult to understand at first but we’ve all (used to/got used to) her accent now. I think she (got used to/used to) find us hard to understand as well, but she has no problem now.

3. I (am used to/used to) smoke two packs a day but I gave up two years ago. Then I put on weight. (I am used to/I used to) weigh 5 kilos less than I do now.

4. I (was used to work/was used to working) with Windows Vista and I didn’t like it when they introduced Windows 7. Now (I’ve got used to/I used to) it, they’re introducing Windows 8.

5. I’m starting at 6 a.m. tomorrow and working a ten hour shift. It shouldn’t be a problem because (I’m used to/I used to) working long hours. I’m not used to (getting up/get up) that early though.

6. When you change from driving a car with manual gears to automatic it takes a bit of (getting used to/get used to). You have to remember not to use your left foot. I like automatics now. (I’m always used to buy/I always used to buy) cars with manual gears, but I’d never buy another.
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1. Before we came to Stockholm we lived in Rome. And before Rome (we used to) live in Madrid. It’s much colder in Stockholm but (we’re getting used to) that. I don’t think I’ll ever (get used to) the shorter winter days though. It gets dark very early here. Still summers are nice.

2. Our sales manager is Indian. She (used to head up) the team in Mumbai before she moved here. We found her difficult to understand at first but we’ve all (got used to) her accent now. I think she (used to) find us hard to understand as well, but she has no problem now.

3. I (used to) smoke two packs a day but I gave up two years ago. Then I put on weight. (I used to) weigh 5 kilos less than I do now.

4. I (was used to working) with Windows Vista and I didn’t like it when they introduced Windows 7. Now (I’ve got used to) it, they’re introducing Windows 8.

5. I’m starting at 6 a.m. tomorrow and working a ten hour shift. It shouldn’t be a problem because (I’m used to) working long hours. I’m not used to (getting up) that early though.

6. When you change from driving a car with manual gears to automatic it takes a bit of (getting used to). You have to remember not to use your left foot. I like automatics now. (I always used to buy) cars with manual gears, but I’d never buy another.